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Abstract: Contractors are deeply intertwined with the American military and U.S. foreign policy. Over half of the personnel the United States has deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan since 2003 have been contractors. Their relationship with the U.S. government, the public, and domestic and international law differs from that of military personnel, and these differences pose both benefits and risks. America’s use of private military and security companies (PMSCs) can provide or enhance forces for global governance. Yet PMSCs can also be used to pursue agendas that do not have the support of American, international, or local publics. Thus far, the use of PMSCs has proved a mixed bag in terms of effectiveness, accountability, and American values. Moving forward in a way that maximizes the benefits of contractors and minimizes their risks will require careful management of the uncomfortable trade-offs these forces present.

More than one-half of the personnel the United States has deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan since 2003 have been contractors. Part of the global private military and security industry, contractors are deeply intertwined with the American military and U.S. foreign policy. Whatever one chooses to call them—mercenaries, contractors, or private military and security companies (PMSCs)—they have a different relationship to the U.S. government, the American public, and domestic and international law than do military personnel. These differences pose both benefits and risks to the effectiveness, accountability, and values represented in American actions abroad.

In the best case, American use of PMSCs can provide or enhance forces for global governance. PMSCs can recruit from around the world to quickly mobilize expertise as needed. If their employees are instilled with professional values and skills and engaged in a way that is responsive to the demands of the U.S. public, the international community, and local concerns, these forces could contribute to
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managing a global demand for security that U.S. forces alone cannot meet. In the worst case, PMSCs can provide a means for pursuing agendas that do not have the support of American, international, or local publics. They may siphon off U.S. dollars for practices that are wasteful, are antithetical to U.S. interests, or undermine global stability. Thus far, the use of PMSCs has produced mixed results: it has increased effectiveness somewhat, but often at the expense of accountability and with dubious attention to the values the United States and the international community hold dear. Moving forward in a way that maximizes the benefits of contractors and minimizes their risks will require careful management of the uncomfortable trade-offs these forces pose.

The degree to which the United States relies on private security vendors has become clear during the hostilities in Iraq and Afghanistan, as contractors have provided logistical support for U.S. and coalition troops. Less well known is that as U.S. forces were stretched thin by the lawlessness resulting from the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003, the first “surge” involved private personnel mobilized to protect expatriates working in the country and train the Iraqi police force and army; and a private Iraqi force was hired to guard government facilities and oil fields.2 Retired military or police from all over the world, employed by a wide array of PMSCs, worked for the U.S. government (and others) throughout the country.

Although precise figures are difficult to determine, by 2008, the number of personnel in Iraq under contract with the U.S. government roughly equaled or was greater than the number of U.S. troops on the ground.3 In September 2009, two months prior to the Obama administration’s announcement of the troop surge in Afghanistan, contractors made up an estimated 62 percent of the U.S. presence in that country.4 The use of contractors in these conflicts represents a dramatic expansion in the U.S. military’s reliance on PMSCs. During the 1991 Gulf conflict, the ratio of troops to contractors was roughly ten to one; in 2007, the ratio of troops to contractors in Iraq was roughly one to one.5 In Afghanistan in 2010, there were roughly 1.43 contractors for every American soldier.6 The Commission on Wartime Contracting (CWC), established by Congress in 2008, estimates conservatively that at least $177 billion has been obligated in contracts and grants to support U.S. operations in Afghanistan and Iraq since 2001.7

PMSCs offer a wide range of services, including tasks associated with military operations, policing, and the gray area between the two that is an increasingly large part of twenty-first-century conflict. Common services include support for weapons systems and equipment, military advice and training, logistical support, site security (armed and unarmed), crime prevention, police training, and intelligence.8 While some firms specialize in a specific area, others provide an array of services, and a few offer the entire range. The CWC divides the services provided by contractors into three categories: logistics, security, and reconstruction.9

Logistics services include the supply of food, laundry, fuel, and base facility construction. Kellogg Brown and Root (KBR) held the U.S. Army’s logistics civil augmentation contract (LOGCAP) in the early years of the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts. In June 2007, the new contract (LOGCAP IV) was awarded to three companies: DynCorp International LLC, Fluor Intercontinental, Inc., and KBR. In
Iraq alone, the LOGCAP contract paid out $22 billion between 2003 and 2007.10

Security services include guarding people, buildings, and convoys. Many security contractors are armed; in carrying out their duties, they routinely shoot and are shot at.11 The Congressional Budget Office estimated that in 2008, 30,000 to 35,000 of the contractors working in Iraq were armed; in early 2010, private security contractors numbered roughly 11,000.12 Blackwater (now Xe) employees, recruited to support both the military and the U.S. State Department, have received the most notoriety for their security work in Iraq and, more recently, in Afghanistan. Working under the State Department’s Worldwide Personal Protective Services (WPPS) contract in Iraq, Blackwater personnel carried weapons, had their own helicopters, and defended against insurgents in ways hard to distinguish from military actions.13 They were later joined by newer companies such as Triple Canopy, Crescent Security Group, and Custer Battles.14

Reconstruction services incorporate everything from building physical infrastructure (for roads, communication, water, and power) to strengthening institutions (for example, by training government employees, including military, police, and justice personnel at the national, provincial, and local levels; supporting civil society groups; and promoting rule of law and democratization). A wide range of PMSCs, along with other contractors, have contributed these services. DynCorp, an old company with roots in technical support and an increasing presence in policing and police training, has trained Iraqi police, constructed police and prison facilities, and built capacity for a justice system.15 Three companies that provided training for the new Iraqi Army early in the conflict are Vinnell Corporation, a company with a long history of providing military training in Saudi Arabia; MPRI, a firm that gained prominence by training Croatian and then Bosnian troops in the 1990s; and USIS, which was established as the result of an Office of Management Personnel privatization effort in 1994.16 Parsons Corporation, another older firm with a long record in the building of infrastructure, has worked on many large infrastructure projects. Myriad others have delivered various capacity-building services.17

Though their use in Iraq and Afghanistan dominates the discussion of contractors in the U.S. context, PMSCs are important players in all aspects of the U.S. military and U.S. foreign policy.18 Contractors working for the Departments of Defense (DOD) and State contribute significantly to U.S. foreign policy projects aimed at enhancing development and security in a number of states; they also support U.S. troops and diplomats. Their tasks cover all three categories noted above. Consider, for instance, the contractor support for U.S. foreign assistance policies in Africa and Latin America.

In Africa, the United States has relied on the private sector to support missions such as military training and peacekeeping operations. These programs fall within AFRICOM, the U.S. military command for Africa established in 2007, and the State Department’s Africa Peacekeeping program (AFRICAP), which is similar in structure to the army’s LOGCAP contract. In 2008, AFRICAP’s stated objectives were to enhance regional peace and stability in Africa through training programs in peacekeeping and conflict management and prevention for African armed forces, as well as through logistics and construction activities in support of peacekeeping and training missions.19 AFRICOM’s stated purposes are “to build
strong military-to-military partnerships,” to help African countries better address the threats they face by improving African military capacity, and to bolster peace and security there.\textsuperscript{20} Since its inception, AFRICOM has awarded contracts for training, air transport, information technology, and public diplomacy to companies such as DynCorp, which is training Liberia’s armed forces, and PAE, a company specializing in infrastructure, mission support, and disaster relief.\textsuperscript{21}

U.S. foreign policy in Latin America, dominated since at least 2000 by antidrug and counterterrorism efforts, also relies heavily on contractors.\textsuperscript{22} Plan Colombia, the central element of a counterdrug initiative focused on the Andean region, has sought to reduce drug production in Colombia and strengthen Colombian security forces to better secure the state against threats posed by terrorists, drug traffickers, and paramilitary groups. The program has failed to slow drug production there, but military and police training conducted by both U.S. troops and civilian contractors has led to security improvements.\textsuperscript{23} Roughly half of the military aid to Colombia is spent on private contractors funded by the DOD and the State Department. Like Plan Colombia, the 2007 Mérida Initiative, a U.S.-Mexico assistance agreement, seeks to disrupt drug-trafficking activities by providing equipment and training to Mexican security forces.\textsuperscript{24}

PMSCs are incorporated in many countries and employ a mix of U.S. citizens, local citizens, and “third country nationals” (recruits from neither the United States nor the host state). That combination changes over time and from contingency to contingency. For example, an April 30, 2008, census by the U.S. Army Central Command found that the 190,200 contractors in Iraq included about 20 percent (38,700) U.S. citizens, 37 percent (70,500) Iraqis, and 43 percent (81,006) third country nationals.\textsuperscript{25} In March 2010, the total number of contractors had dropped to 95,461, 26 percent of which were U.S. citizens, 56 percent third country nationals, and 18 percent Iraqis.\textsuperscript{26} The number of locals working as private security contractors (as opposed to logistics or reconstruction contractors) in Iraq has been relatively low: about 10 percent of private security contractors in 2010 were Iraqi. In Afghanistan, the DOD has relied more heavily on locals. The total number of contractors in March 2010 was 112,092, 14 percent of which were U.S. citizens, 16 percent third country nationals, and 70 percent Afghans. Also, the numbers of locals who work in private security are higher than those who provide other services. About 93 percent of the private security contractors in 2010 were Afghans.\textsuperscript{27}

When the United States hires PMSCs to train militaries abroad, the contractor may take a small team of U.S. personnel (as MPRI did in Croatia), or it may recruit an international team (as DynCorp did in Liberia). Companies providing logistics support abroad often rely on locals or third country nationals to cut costs. Hiring locals or third country nationals can also avoid a variety of political restrictions and diminish visibility when the United States is undertaking more controversial missions. For instance, Congress restricted the number of American contractors the United States could use under Plan Colombia to three hundred (raised to four hundred in 2001); PMSCs bypassed this restriction by hiring personnel from Peru, Guatemala, and other Latin American countries.\textsuperscript{28}

In addition to nationality, personnel hired by PMSCs vary in their employment backgrounds. PMSCs that offer
military training primarily hire former military officers. Those that offer armed security services hire a broader range of military veterans. Those that offer police training often hire former police officers. As the number of companies and the range of services they offer have expanded to meet market demand, companies have hired employees with more diverse experience.

Contracting for military and security services has raised questions about the effectiveness of using force, political accountability for the use of force, and the social values to which force adheres. Some concerns vary according to which service is provided, while others apply more generally across different tasks.

Military effectiveness rests on a range of components, including skill of personnel, quality of materiel, and military responsiveness to contextual or external constraints. A critical component noted in recent research is integration: that is, the degree to which military plans follow from overarching state goals and to which activities are internally consistent and mutually reinforcing. Despite these challenges, contracting can influence both the military’s effectiveness and its broader mission. For example, when U.S. goals change, as they did after the Cold War’s end, contracting enhances the military’s ability to integrate forces with (new) political goals. Speed and flexibility are the hallmark benefits of contracting, and contractors can quickly provide tools or skills for new missions that regular military forces may lack— or cannot identify rapidly within their ranks. Using a contract with MPRI, for instance, the Africa Crisis Response Initiative (ACRI) military training courses for French-speaking African countries were staffed with employees who spoke French. The U.S. military was also able to mobilize civilian police forces, first for Haiti in 1994, and then for contingencies in the Balkans, via contracts with DynCorp.

Different concerns regarding effectiveness emerge with contracting for logistics, security, and reconstruction services. Logistics services are fundamental to the military’s ability to operate. Without personnel to provide logistics services, the U.S. military simply cannot go to war. Contracting for logistics also requires strong oversight. Early in the Iraq conflict, serious concerns were raised about adequate staffing for logistics contracts. General Charles S. Mahan, Jr., then the Army’s top logistics officer, complained of troops receiving inadequate support because of problems deploying contractors. After the Coalition Provisional Authority appointed him the new Head of Contracting Authority in February 2004, Brigadier General Stephen Seay hired more acquisition staff, enabling overburdened contracting officers to do their jobs more effectively. More recently, military personnel have expressed general satisfaction with the quality of logistics services. Many worries over logistics contracting in Iraq and Afghanistan have focused on lack of oversight (particularly inadequate numbers of contract officers), along with waste and fraud. But logistics contracts require fewer skills specific to military personnel, and logistics contractors do not need to work as closely with military personnel on the ground as do security and reconstruction contractors. The activities of contractors who provide security services are most similar to those performed by soldiers. Many are armed and, in carrying out their duties, pose deadly risks to those working around them. Periodic tensions between contractors and regular forces—aggravated by disparities in pay and responsibilities—have raised the issue...
of whether these two types of forces can work together effectively. A recent survey of DOD personnel and their perceptions of private security contractors suggests that combining these forces in conflict zones is problematic. Lower-ranking and younger personnel in particular claim that pay disparities between military personnel and contractors are detrimental to the morale of their units in Iraq. However, many security services tasks do not require close interaction with military personnel. Roughly one-third of military personnel surveyed in Iraq, for example, had no firsthand experience with private security contractors. These tasks are also frequently less crucial to the performance of military units than are logistics services.

Nonetheless, the behavior of contracted security personnel matters to the overall U.S. mission. The hazards of questionable behavior were demonstrated most vividly in the September 2007 Blackwater shoot-out in Nisoor Square. Both Iraqis and Americans, however, had consistently reported this type of behavior long before that dramatic incident. Private forces have tended to focus on the strict terms of their contracts (protecting particular people or facilities) rather than on the overarching goals of the United States (effectively countering the insurgency). Some of the tactics developed to protect clients, such as driving fast through intersections and rapid resort to force, alienated the local population in ways that undermined the broader counterinsurgency strategy. Similar problems persist in Afghanistan. Among military personnel who had experience with security contractors, approximately 20 percent reported firsthand knowledge of PMSC failure to coordinate with military forces “sometimes”; another 15 percent of this population witnessed such coordination problems “often.”

In today’s conflicts, reconstruction tasks—particularly training—are often more crucial for achieving the goals of the war effort than either logistics or security services. Often, reconstruction tasks must be coordinated so that police training and justice reform, for instance, complement one another, and so that civilian leaders understand the military they are expected to oversee. Contractors who provide reconstruction services must not only deliver quality work but coordinate that delivery with other contractors, the U.S. military, and other government agencies. Thus, these services are among the most crucial for U.S. goals and the most challenging to coordinate. Moreover, concerns have been raised about the military’s ability to ensure that these tasks are carried out effectively when they have been outsourced. Notably, DynCorp’s training of the Afghan National Police and Army is widely regarded as a failure, but the DOD has been unable to move the training contract to a different company because of DynCorp’s legal protest regarding contract competition. Yet these jobs are less important to the functioning of military units than logistics support, and they pose less deadly risk than security operations do. Problems with integration of activities—or unity of effort—were among the most significant challenges to reconstruction, as noted by the CWC’s 2009 interim report.

Thus, the overall picture of how contractors shape effectiveness is complicated. Clearly, contractors can quickly deploy skilled personnel, and the majority of contractors are good at what they do. But the United States does not have the capacity to oversee these contracts successfully, and this failure has led to waste, fraud, and particularly with regard to security contracts, abuse. Furthermore, the level of integration needed for
the most effective delivery of services has lagged in Iraq and Afghanistan.

How does contracting for military and security services affect the United States’ capacity to take political accountability for forces? Mobilization via contract operates differently than military enlistment, with consequences for the relationship between the force and civilians—the political elite and the public included. The U.S. experience in Iraq suggests that forces raised via contract operate much more opaquely than military forces. Largely because of this reduced transparency, Congress has struggled to exercise constitutional authorization and oversight. Furthermore, the public has less information about the deployment of contractors. Though evidence suggests that the public is just as concerned about the deaths of contractors as it is about military deaths, statistics on the former are much less likely to be known.39

Using contractors speeds policy response but limits input into the policy process. As the insurgency grew in Iraq, for example, the United States mobilized 150,000 to 170,000 private forces to support the mission there, all with little or no congressional or public knowledge—let alone consent. President Bush was not required to appeal to Congress or the public for these additional forces, which doubled the U.S. presence in Iraq. As evidence from the reaction to the request for a mere twenty thousand troops for the 2007 surge suggests, the president may well not have been allowed to deploy additional personnel if he had been required to obtain permission. Because the use of PMSCs garners little attention, their employment reduces public arousal, debate, commitment, and response to the use of force.

How contracted forces relate to civilian leaders is an important question. Some claim contracted forces can be more responsive (given the potential for losing their contracts) than the military bureaucracy. Flexibility in how contracts are written can accelerate mobilization in ways that military organizations often cannot deliver. Certainly, contractors are designed to deliver whatever the client wants. They are thus much less prone to standard operating procedures or organizational bias that can inhibit responsiveness in military organizations.

Not at all apparent, however, is the U.S. government’s capacity to oversee contracts in a manner sufficient to generate responsiveness. Even as DOD contract transactions increased by 328 percent between 2000 and 2009, the staff responsible for reviewing contractor purchasing at the Defense Contract Management Agency declined from seventy in 2002 to fourteen in 2009.40 Contracting in individual service branches faced similar problems. The dearth of contract officers makes it difficult to effectively oversee contracts at home, but concerns about adequate oversight are even more pressing when PMSCs are operating abroad. The relevant contracting officer is often not even in theater. Inadequate contract staffing and oversight have been important complaints in both Iraq and Afghanistan and have been tied to numerous problems—from poor performance to waste, fraud, and abuse. Though the risks of poor oversight vary according to task, difficulties in overseeing contractors have been common to all three areas of contract services. The challenge of overseeing expeditionary operations may undermine companies’ responsiveness to contractual obligations.

Overall, then, the use of contractors has skirted accountability, making half of U.S. mobilization largely invisible to Congress and the public; as a result, it has masked the number of conflict-relat-
Though one could argue that contractors are more responsive to political leaders, this likelihood can only be the case once political leaders know what contractors are doing—and evidence shows that this has not been the case in Iraq and Afghanistan.

A final point of evaluation is to look at whether contractors allow the exercise of force in a way that is consistent with the larger values, culture, and expectations of the society they represent. Over the course of the Cold War and in its aftermath, military professionalism within advanced industrial states increasingly enshrined principles drawn from theories of democracy (civilians control of the military and abidance by the rule of law), liberalism (respect for human rights), and the laws of war. Though marginal differences exist, the values that govern U.S. military personnel are largely shared with their Western partners. The ease of mobilization that contracting offers is viewed by some as consistent with the United States' evolving concerns with global security and global governance. But in practice, the use of PMSCs has not fit well within the normative and legal frameworks that underpin global security.

Two factors strain the impact of contracting on the values represented by military forces. First, precisely which professional norms inform the PMSC industry remains unclear. Americans employed by PMSCs have a range of military and law enforcement backgrounds—some distinguished and others less so. However, the industry increasingly recruits from a global market. As recruiting and subcontracting have become more transnational, personnel are from countries as diverse as the United Kingdom, Nepal, Fiji, South Africa, El Salvador, Colombia, and India. These geographic differences bring an even more diverse array of professional norms. Concerns about lax industry vetting of employees have raised the question of whether PMSCs are increasingly hiring employees with less distinguished service records. Finally, many PMSCs also hire local personnel. In addition to lower costs, these forces bring many benefits: local knowledge and ties that can aid companies' effectiveness. However, they also bring local values that may not be consistent with democracy, liberalism, or the laws of war. For instance, evidence suggests that local companies hired by the United States to provide convoy security in Afghanistan funneled money to Taliban forces or were otherwise engaged in corrupt practices that promise to undermine U.S. goals and the values it seeks to support in Afghanistan.

Even if all contractors were well-socialized military or police professionals, they nonetheless operate in a different environment—vis-à-vis both the law and command and control—than troops do. Commanders are less likely to notice or to punish offenses committed by contractors than offenses committed by troops. Over time, a lack of punishment can be expected to lead to more lax behavior; indeed, many have claimed that this outcome is the case in Iraq and Afghanistan. Though reliable, systematic evidence is not yet available, a wealth of anecdotal evidence lends credibility to this conclusion. Military officers have expressed their concern that the “culture of impunity” surrounding PMSCs has become a real problem.

The increasing U.S. reliance on contractors suggests that national military forces are unsuited to meet the foreign policy goals that U.S. leaders consider vital to national security. It may also reflect the degree to which leaders believe...
public support does not exist for the kind of foreign policy they deem necessary. The fact that leaders can turn to contractors has allowed them to pursue their goals nonetheless.

While potentially beneficial to effectiveness, the availability of contractors has also permitted leaders to avoid reconciling foreign policy with national values and institutions. Enhancing effectiveness in this way has undermined the accountability of U.S. forces. Even as the United States works to make the use of contractors more efficient and effective, part of the attraction is that private forces are accountable to leaders, not publics or their representatives, thereby allowing elected representatives to pursue a global mission without first convincing the electorate to make the sacrifices required.

Efforts to make contractors more broadly accountable, though, can undermine the flexibility that makes them effective. For instance, spelling out more clearly in each contract the limits of action can address congressional concerns and enhance accountability, but it diminishes the flexibility that PMSC personnel can deliver on the ground. Furthermore, contractors are even more important to the State Department than they are to the DOD. Attempts to rein in contractor numbers, then, would further fuel questions about the appropriate balance between civilian and military activities in U.S. foreign policy initiatives. Although interagency efforts have sought to ensure that U.S. assistance in Africa, for example, extends beyond military training, the budgetary and personnel imbalance between the DOD and the State Department makes such a realignment of programs unlikely to occur in the near future.47

Finally, efforts to implement professional and legal standards for contractors promise to improve behavior but may also limit reliance on local residents in a way that could increase costs and inhibit the input of local knowledge. To the extent that U.S. standards are perceived as national rather than global, they may omit a large portion of the global industry. The effort now under way to coordinate regulatory and legal mechanisms and create global standards of behavior for personnel and companies in the PMSC industry is a promising development, but its implementation will require a good deal of cooperation between the United States, other governments, NGOs, journalists, industry groups, and additional stakeholders.48

Reliance on contractors has generated tensions between the effectiveness of forces, their accountability, and the degree to which they represent U.S. values. These tensions, though not insurmountable, are not easily resolved. They require persistent management by U.S. leaders in cooperation not only with the American public but also with other governments and the variety of additional stakeholders that have an interest in how contractors behave. Thus, while contracting is likely to remain, it is also likely to continue to generate unease in U.S. foreign policy.
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